
LUCKY 11’S: Get ready to pull off the biggest casino heist in history! The target? Las Vegas Boulevard – home to 3 of the most secure vaults 
ever built. Clear the entire board of chips by creating groups that equal 11. The odds are stacked against you, but the loot is yours if you can 
crack all 3 vaults in time.

SPIDER KINGS: Get tangled up in this addictive new twist on Spider Solitaire. Your goal is to clear the entire board of cards by creating 
descending stacks from King to Ace. This one-suit game might seem simple, but to rule this kingdom you’ll need spider-like senses and a bit of 
luck. Think you have what it takes to be King? Players will also love  13 Spiders, the symbol version of this instant classic.

CHAINZ 2: PUZZLER: Touch chain pieces to make them rotate. Connect 3 or more of the same color to blast them off the board. But be careful – 
don’t leave any links behind! Only by clearing the entire board will you solve all 50 of the unique puzzles. Players can save their progress by 
logging into their My Merit account.
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LUCKY 11’S™ SPIDER KINGS™ CHAINZ 2: PUZZLER™

CoNtACt YoUR LoCAL DIStRIbUtoR foR moRE INfo oN mEGAtoUCH SoftwARE!

First Look. Fresh Games. Full Cashbox. Draw huge earnings from the hottest new games, delivered right to 
your machine, months before anyone else. Get connected for an exclusive preview of 4 games everyone will be 
talking about this Fall. Best of all, they’re free to all MegaNet-connected machines.

Merit reminds operators that MegaNet is also free for any broadband-connected Megatouch linked to an AMI jukebox.

Symbol version “13 Spiders™” also available “Hi-Resolution” required

MegaNet™

featuring:



»mEGAtoUCH® SoftwARE
Increase Megatouch earnings an average of 23% by upgrading from Merit’s 2007 to 2008.5 software. In addition, an upgrade from 
2006 can provide up to a 70% boost in earnings. Merit’s 2008.5 software boasts great new games and content, plus new operator-
friendly features on both Force and ION platforms. New features include better wireless performance and improved clip-art graphics for 
ads and video billboards. For games with dozens of levels, Auto Continue now allows players to play through all their credits without 
interruption. New broadband tools enable technical support to get inside the game and troubleshoot any problem quickly and accurately. 
Buy your 2008.5 upgrade now to experience all this and more!

Better Games. Better Earnings.

ZEN WORD™

No time for relaxation in this Zen Garden! Just like a mahjong 
game, your goal is to clear the board of tiles, but instead of 
matching symbols, you form high-scoring words. Breathe deep 
and open your mind to create as many words as you can, as 
fast as you can. Clear the entire board for an extra bonus. How 
quickly can you reach enlightenment?

TRICKY FISH™

Ever feel like a fish out of water? It will come in handy in this 
game! Tap the screen to keep this tricky little fish in the air. 
Your score gets higher with each consecutive bounce. Dolphins 
will help your score, but watch out for that pesky pelican, he’ll 
gobble up your fish and end your run!

PHOTO POP™

Have you mastered Photo Hunt? Try your skills at Photo Pop! 
We’ll show you what to look for, can you find it in time? Targets 
shrink in size as you progress, so be careful, an incorrect touch 
will cost a life. Play with friends to make sure you’re not missing 
the big picture! Kids Photo Pop™ can be enjoyed by players of 
all ages.

PENTHOUSE PHOTO POP™

An erotic spin on a hot new game. Alone or with friends, can 
you focus on the photo to find the target in time? Don’t get too 
distracted by the ladies, time is running out. Play quickly to earn 
extra lives. Keep the game going to see more of your favorite 
Penthouse Pets.
By special arrangement with General Media Communications, Inc., PENTHOUSE, PENTHOUSE PET, PET OF THE MONTH, and the 
THREE KEY LOGO are trademarks of General Media Communications, Inc. Used by permission. Copyright, 2008 by General Media 
Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

LUXOR: SURVIVAL  (HI-RES REqUIRED)

Battle to survive in this new twist on the hit game Luxor. Choose 
your skill level wisely because the action is fast, furious and 
non-stop! Keep the colored spheres out of the pyramid for as 
long as you can. The spheres come faster and faster as the 
game goes along, but so do power-ups and points. How long 
can you last?
Luxor, Luxor 2, Luxor: Survival© 2008 Mumbo Jumbo

INK RALLY™

Ride the lines to victory in this unique problem-solving game. 
Use your finger to create a path for your tire to roll on. Get to 
the checkered flag to advance to the next level. Bumpers and 
coins will earn you extra points, but only if you reach the finish 
line. On your mark, get set, draw!

DODGE BULL™

You’re the bullfighter in this dodge ball arena. Avoid getting hit 
and watch your score grow. Grab power-ups to slow the balls 
down, blast them away or even become invincible. Hang 
in there! Avoid the balls long enough to make it to ultimate 
showdown – you versus the bull.

LUXOR 2
Embark on a mystical journey through the ancient pyramids and 
temples of Egypt. Use your winged scarab to shoot and destroy 
the approaching colored spheres before they reach the pyramids 
at the end of their path. Hundreds of levels await with more 
explosive power-ups than ever before! This much-anticipated 
sequel offers the same non-stop action that made Luxor a major 
hit, while taking the game to a completely new level.

CHAINZ 2: RELINKED  (HI-RES REqUIRED)

Link up to Chainz 2: Relinked - the touchscreen sequel to the 
popular online strategy game. Touch chain pieces to make 
them rotate. Connect 3 or more of the same color to blast 
them off the board. As you remove the links and make your 
way through 50 thrilling levels, new power-ups and barriers 
will be revealed. Make sure you don’t get locked in!
Chainz 2: Relinked© 2008 Mumbo Jumbo

PENTHOUSE VIDEO MIX™  (ION EXCLUSIVE)

Puzzle games just got a whole lot sexier! Swap squares 
to reassemble full-motion video clips starring your favorite 
Penthouse Pets. See something you like? Act fast! Unscramble 
the puzzle pieces before time runs out.

CARD PIRATES™

Set sail on a lightning-fast race to become the ultimate 
Card Pirate. Speed and accuracy count in this classic one- 
higher, one-lower card game. Get rid of the cards in your 
hand by playing them onto either discard pile. The player who 
uses the most cards wins the round. Who will be first to clear 
their deck? Try Jolly Pirates™ for an addictive symbol version 
of this high seas duel. 

BEER PONG  (ION EXCLUSIVE)

Sink it or drink it. Everyone’s favorite party game takes to the 
high seas as players battle for the Beer Pong crown. Just pull 
back the trigger and release to shoot. If you can beat the First 
Mate, challenge the Captain for control of the crew. Play against 
a friend in 2-player mode or Mega-Link® mode.

BEER PONG 21™

A triangle of 21 cup sends Beer Pong overboard in this ultimate 
party challenge. How many drinks can you sink? Successfully 
land shots to build your pile of gold and jewels. Don’t let the 
parrot distract you! Speed and accuracy count in this sharp-
shooting game. 
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